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Self-archiving and open access publishing Why? How?



Where? Information specialist Irene Ylönen Jyväskylä University Library Open Science Course 21 Oct 2016



How to make your research results open? Several ways to do it. 







Green open access: 



I Self-archiving in JYX (insitutional repository)







II Self-archiving in bioarXiv etc. (preprint servers)







III Sharing your article via scholarly collaboration networks (like ResearchGate, Academia.edu, Figshare, Mendeley etc.)



Gold open access: 



IV Publishing your research in open access journal



I: Self-archiving in JYX – easy and profitable 



Why should we do that?  Easiest way for researches. Doesn’t cost anything.  Excellent visibility. Google indexes JYX articles very well!  Fulfills the research funders’ open access requirements for publications  We can archive the publications made by the researchers affiliated in the University of Jyväskylä



The right version of an article 



A majority of journals endorse self-archiving of the postprint version of an article (final draft, AAM = Author’s Accepted Manuscript)







Final draft = The version after peer-review changes but before copy editing and formatting by the publisher







Some publishers allow also self-archiving of Publisher’s PDFs. Library always checks, which version we can deposit in JYX.







Preprints can be usually self-archived very freely (especially after publishing).







Publishers’ policies vary a lot, you can check them in Sherpa/Romeo.



Embargo periods 



Embargo = The period where access to an article in a repository is restricted usually due to publisher selfarchiving policies.







Embargo periods differ a lot between journals: from 0 months to 48 months (a few Elsevier journals)







The most common embargo period is 12 months.







Again, Sherpa/Romeo helps, if you want to check the embargoes.







NOTE: You can send your paper to the library directly after it has been accepted, we take care of embargo periods!



What should I do when I want my article deposited in JYX?...not much! 



Just send your final draft to the library! You can do it whilst you submit your publication to TUTKA: https://kirjasto.jyu.fi/publish-and-buy/publishingforms/submit-your-publication











If you want to deposit older articles (already submitted in TUTKA) in JYX, please send your final drafts to [email protected] NOTE: We deposit open access articles automatically if we just find them.



II: Self-archiving in preprint servers 







Few words about the pioneer,



arXiv







Founded in 1991 by physicist Paul Ginsparg







Since year 2000 administrated by Cornell University Library







In every month 10 000 new articles, over 1 million articles altogether







803 million downsloads since 1994







Takes only LaTeX files







Own license https://arxiv.org/licenses/nonexclusivedistrib/1.0/license.html , CC-licenses can be used



In arXiv’s footprints, several other preprint servers have been born (bioarXiv, SocArXiv, RePEc etc.)



What is preprint? A draft that has not yet been peer reviewed for formal publication



Self-archiving in preprint servers 



Why publish preprints? 



Preprint servers provide free access to all papers







Results get out faster, it establishes priority







It attracts readers (lots of researchers pay close attention to arXiv postings)







All researchers have a chance to give feedback, large critical mass







Authors can solicit feedback and make revisions



Preprint servers and publishers 



The most important questions are: Would a previous manuscript on bioArXiv or arXiv be compromising the article novelty? Could publishers take preprint as previous publication and reject the manuscript? The answer: yes and no.







The use of preprint servers varies from discipline to discipline. It’s dependent upon the publishing culture of each field. The heavy users of arXiv come from physics (especially particle physics), astronomy and mathematics. Statistics and computing science are rising fields.







Many publishers in these fields sees the early visibility of an article only positively. They don’t mind, if the published articles have gathered attention before submitting.







However, there are still publishers who see things differently. 



Some general science journals like Nature see preprint servers as competitors.







Some journals don’t accept papers if they have been public before submitting.



Preprint servers and publishers 



Many researchers would like to prefer publishing in the so called overlay journals. Articles would be open in arXiv (or bioarXiv) and the journal only publishes abstracts, metadata and the link to the article arXiv file. In mathematics, there have been a few overlay journals but unfortunately they have not succeeded.







Some traditional publishers have taken arXiv as part of their publishing process. Some IoP journals for example have this kind of process: researcher sends only the arXiv identifier to a reviewer.







Some mathematicians publish ONLY in arXiv!



Preprint servers and publishers 



NOTE: most publishers allow publication of the preprints, BUT after they have accepted and published the final version of the paper.







When you use preprint servers, it is your responsibility to check publishers’ guidelines! If you want to publish your preprint, check the policies of those journals to where you would possibly like to submit your article!







From where can you check the publishers policies? 



Sherpa/Romeo







https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_academic_journa ls_by_preprint_policy







On publishers’ websites (usually in sections Author’s Rights or Permissions)



Preprint servers (biology and environmental sciences)



Preprints and JYX? 



You can publish your preprint also in JYX







Pros: 







We can usually avoid embargoes (many publishers don’t set embargo periods for preprints)



Cons: 



Preprints don’t fulfill the open access requirements set by Ministry of Culture and Education. From the beginning of 2016 the Ministry doesn’t consider preprints as open access publications > must be peer revieved version



III: Self-archiving in Scholarly Collaborative Networks (ResearchGate, Academia.edu., Mendeley, Figshare etc.) 



There are three critical questions if we are going to share our articles in collaborative networks:







1) Can I share my article in ResearchGate etc.? Is it allowed?







2) Which version of an article can I share?







3) Can I share it right after the publication or maybe later?



PUBLISHERS HAVE NOT ANSWERED THESE QUESTIONS CLEARLY ENOUGH…



…until now! 



The big STM publishing houses and several scholarly collaboration networks had a mutual project (in 2016). They tried to create a common understanding concerning article sharing.



The result of this project is a new site: How Can I Share It? 



Volyntary principles for publishers and collaborative networks (both can sign up to the principles)







NOTE: ResearchGate and Academia.edu have not signed up!







Publishers will have different kind of policies also in the future but wild guess is that each network’s commitment to the STM voluntary principles will impact on publishers’ guidelines.



One example: Royal Society of Chemistry 



http://www.rsc.org/journals-books-databases/openaccess/green-open-access/



The only responsible one is researcher 



ResearchGate: “You should always check your publisher conditions to make sure you are not breaching copyright conditions. If you aren’t permitted to make your full-text publicly available, you always have the option to send it to another researcher privately. You can do this in a private message or by clicking Send privately when you receive a full-text request from someone.”







From where can you check publishers’ policies? 



How Can I Share It?







Publishers’ webpages







Sherpa/Romeo



Remember… 



…Publisher’s PDFs are usually not allowed to share anywhere!







…some publishers do not allow to share articles via ResearchGate at all!







…some publishers’ conditions are the same as in selfarchiving in institutional repositories (then you should take embargoes and suitable version of an article into account).



ALWAYS CHECK THE PUBLISHER’S GUIDELINES, IF YOU WANT TO COMPLY WITH COPYRIGHTS!



IV: Publishing in open access journals Few words about Article Processing Charges (APC)



Hybrid journals 



Hybrid journal = A journal published under a subscription model with open access granted to individual articles on payment of an APC.







The most expensive way to make your research open!!



Predatory journals…or not…or what?! 



What are predatory journals or predatory publishers? “Predatory open access publishing is an exploitative openaccess publishing business model that involves charging publication fees to authors without providing the editorial and publishing services associated with legitimate journals (open access or not).” Wikipedia







Predatory journals are always unethically up to no good but there are also lots of low-quality journals which are not exploitative or “criminal”: they may be just unprofessional, newcomers or suffering lack of resources. Predator journal is a very controversial term!



Jeffrey Beall’s list of predatory publishers – also very controversial 



https://scholarlyoa.com/publishers/







Critics towards Beall’s list: 



Jeffrey Beall’s own attitude towards open access publishing 







”[OA movement] is an anti-corporatist movement that wants to deny the freedom of the press to companies it disagrees with … [and has] … fostered the creation of numerous predatory publishers and standalone journals, increasing the amount of research misconduct in scholarly publications and the amount of pseudo-science that is published as if it were authentic science.” A reckless way to use term ’predator’ http://triplec.at/index.php/tripleC/article/view/525/514



Does he discriminate publishers who are located in developing countries?



The Beall’s List 



Some controversial examples: 



Ashdin Publishing 



Ecological parasitology and immunology 



Editor-in-chief prof. Jouni Taskinen, Univ. of Jyväskylä







Founding editor Markus J. Rantala, Univ. Of Turku







Frontiers journals, still on the list







MDPI (added to the list in 2014 > a huge fuss > removed from the list in 2015



WHAT ABOUT THE QUALITY OF SUBSCRIPTION BASED JOURNALS?



How do we recognize the OA journals of low quality? Some hints… Checklist for evaluation:  



Is the journal well-known in your discipline? Has the journal published regularly? Have articles appeared in every reported issue?







Is the journal indexed in DOAJ?







Does the journal have a classification in Publication Forum (JUFO)?







Does the journal have an impact factor? Verify it using a reliable source.







Does the journal have ISSN? Do the articles have DOIs?











Does the journal provide details of its editorial board, publishing principles and contact information?



Have the journal articles been licensed under CC-licenses? Are copyright matters otherwise clearly indicated?







In what databases is the journal indexed? Is it indexed in Scopus and/or Web of Science?







Can you find the information on the APC?







Does the journal explain its peer review process?



In 2016…



science open science



In 2020…



science some closed papers



Go for it! If you have questions, don’t hesitate to contact Irene Ylönen



Jyväskylä University Library [email protected]
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